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Wiser? Or Just Older?
By Bill Leebens | Issue 34
Welcome to the 34th issue of Copper!
As I approach yet another birthday, I’m struck by the changes that come with age. Some have
come with maturity (I think); others are clearly just signs of wear and tear.
For example: in my younger days, I would agonize over any bit of criticism I received,
especially if that criticism was of something I’d written. At this point, I’m pragmatic enough to
know that I do the best I can, given the constraints of time and my own ability. Pretty much
anything can be improved, given additional time, attention and tweaking…but just as in
manufacturing, there comes a point at which a line must be drawn, changes cease, and (as our
friend Seth Godin says) you have to ship it. For me, the ability to let go of something,
anything—an essay, a relationship, or even a grudge—has been one of the hardest things to
learn in life.
I’d like to ascribe that ability to let go to maturity, not indifference.
Wear and tear? A few years ago, I drove from Boston to Sarasota, non-stop. A day later I flew to
Denmark for a week-long consulting gig, then flew home to Florida. I was okay within two days.
My recent trip to Munich left me exhausted and foggy for a week. The difference a few years
have made in my ability to recover from travel-abuse has been eye-opening, and more than a
little frightening.
The stories in this issue’s Industry News seem to me to demonstrate aging without gaining
wisdom. Sears and Radio Shack were among America’s leading retailers for many
decades—and then didn’t respond to changing times. Can a business become senile? I think so.
The rest of our columns are more upbeat: Professor Schenbeck looks at an element of music
that we oh-so-serious musicophiles and audiophiles often overlook: is it FUN? Beatles acolyte
Dan Schwartz offers his own unique take on the importance of Sgt. Pepper on its 50th
anniversary; Richard Murison takes a side-trip into the bewildering world of patents; Duncan
Taylor introduces us to still more amazing musicians; Anne E. Johnson introduces another
unique indie artist, Andy Suzuki; Dan McCauley provides this issue’s album review, the
newbie from The Mountain Goats. I grumble about sleeplessness and music, and continue my
look at horn speakers.
Our friend Jim Smith discusses that audiophile ideal, the dedicated listening room. As
promised in the last issue, I review my experiences at the Munich show—including the joy of
the biergarten!
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The bottom half of our audio show doubleheader has Dan Schwartz doing a quick lap of the
new LA Audio Show. Visit on Friday, write on Saturday, publish on Monday—how about that?
We wrap up #34 with a chilly Parting Shot. Our friends Woody Woodward and Jay Jay
French will be back soon, and we once again remind our readers that we welcome
contributions for In My Room, our feature on reader’s listening rooms. You could be next!
Until next issue—enjoy!
Cheers, Leebs.
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Are We Having Fun Yet?
By Lawrence Schenbeck | Issue 34

A word of explanation: My next column will be devoted entirely to music by György Kurtág (b.
1926), the Last Man Standing of 20th-century avant-garde music—serious avant-garde, that is.
As his friend and colleague Reinbert de Leeuw says, “Kurtág is of the generation of Boulez,
Stockhausen, Nono, Maderna, Cage, Ligeti, and Kagel,” but he “developed his own voice in
relative seclusion and much later than his contemporaries.”
Partly because I was otherwise engaged, I never welcomed Kurtág into my personal pantheon
of modern greats. Next month, however, ECM will release an expertly performed new
collection of his music, giving us a chance to reassess his work. Is he a major creative figure? If
so, why? Should he turn up on your Bucket Listening List?
In the meantime, another big question comes via Dwight Garner, who recently called Richard
Poirer’s 1967 critique of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band an “anthology of delights”
(Poirer’s essay, not necessarily Sgt. Pepper):
The Beatles, [Poirer] writes, should make literary and academic grown-ups “begin to ask some
childlike and therefore some extremely difficult questions about particular works: Is this any
fun? How and where is it any fun? And if it isn’t why bother?”
Are we having fun yet? What is fun, anyway? I rather suspect Mr. Kurtág’s idea of fun is not
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yours or mine, hence this preemptive strike.
Here’s some fun I did have recently, courtesy of the usual suspects—Joseph Haydn, Elliott
Carter et al. First, Haydn. Long before he became “Papa” and left us with The Creation (which
also contains fun—see below), he kept busy running his prince’s three-ring operatic circus at
Eszterháza. This meant programming, casting, and music-directing a stream of comic operas
and farces, including not only his own works but those of Mozart, Cimarosa, and their
contemporaries. For Le Distrait, a play by Jean-Francois Regnard (1655–1709), Haydn wrote
some incidental music which he later recycled into Symphony No. 60 “Il distratto.” It’s full of
gags. Some are obvious, like this one:
A few bars into the finale, the violins apparently realize they’ve forgotten to tune. They stop,
fiddle with their fourth strings, then start again. Bah-dah-bump. At the other end of Haydn’s
humor scale lie his thematic comments: first, a comic contrast between a charming Andante
tune (which probably describes Isabelle, the ingénue of the play) and a pompous little military
belch (perhaps Madame Grognac, not an ingénue):
Then there’s the first-movement theme that chugs into a corner and can’t get out; reminds me
of those cheap wind-up toys that skitter across the floor (delightful!) right into a wall (less
delightful!):
With apologies to Seinfeld, I guess you could categorize these bits as observational humor. In
each of them, a bemused observer describes Strange Human Tricks in such a way that we
laugh, or at least smile.
But fun comes in more than one disguise. Another is the sheer cleverness of the inventions on
display. When you hear such music, you can be dazzled, depending on how clever the music is.
The opening sections of Elliott Carter’s 1996 Concerto for Clarinet and Orchestra certainly
dazzled me:
It’s just counterpoint. And a Fabergé egg is just a hunk of enameled, jewel-encrusted metal.
The surprising ways in which the clarinet weaves and bobs, ducks and punches, dodging the
orchestra’s odd little fusillades and forays? That makes it fun, just like this drier bit of wit from
Stravinsky’s Dumbarton Oaks Concerto (which I’ve shared with you before):
Observational humor and technical wizardry in music share a common aesthetic value,
something that separates them from much of the classical music now held in high esteem: they
do not use art primarily to monumentalize personal emotion. Read that sentence four or five
times until it really sinks in. (Or see how Holland Cotter plays with this idea in another
context.) From Beethoven to Tchaikovsky to Mahler to Shostakovich, we have valorized
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composers who focused on personal emotion, who universalized it so that it felt like our
feelings too.
Not that there’s anything wrong with that (heh heh). But it makes fun less likely. The bitter
humor we find in Mahler or Shostakovich doesn’t necessarily lift our spirits.. That’s okay; those
composers bring us other gifts.
Still, I’ll just close by mentioning a couple of other fun sources. One is good old high spirits,
e.g., something fast and folk-like:
That’s why the last movement of many a Classic or Romantic symphony goes like the wind.
Helps us let our hair down. Even people wearing (virtual) powdered wigs need that.
And then there’s cute. I hate to admit it, but cute can be fun. The naïve nature-painting in
Haydn’s Creation is charming, especially because he doesn’t let it go on too long. Here, in
quick succession, are his roaring lion, bounding tiger, proud stag, galloping horse, grazing
cattle and sheep, swarms of insects, and (finally) the creeping worm. Too bad he couldn’t work
bunny rabbits into the list.
When cute goes on a little too long, you may end up with annoying. (Think of Amélie.) These
days I find myself slightly impatient with, for example, John Adams’ Chamber Symphony, which
appropriates the energy of old animated cartoon shorts (he is said to have been inspired by the
Ren & Stimpy cartoons his children were watching) and adds some stiff Schoenberg-isms to it:

Is this fun? Twenty years ago, when I first heard it, it was. So maybe it’s not Adams, it’s me. A
new recording of this work and its sequel, Son of Chamber Symphony, has been released by
Alarm Will Sound, an accomplished young chamber ensemble who—in a further attempt to
lighten the proceedings—supply no liner notes but rather two substantial podcasts featuring
conversations with the composer, with various members of the group, and with historian
Walter Frisch, always a fun guy to have around when it comes to Schoenberg and his times.
Those podcasts may work nicely for you; give ‘em a try.
And so ends our brief romp through the amusement-park end of classical music. We’ll return;
it’s hard to stay away from cotton candy and roller coasters. Ultimately your fun quotient may
be contingent on the thrill of discovery—as it was for me twenty years ago with Adams’
Chamber Symphony. Keep hunting out surprises; you’ll have more fun that way.
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It Was 50 Years Ago….
By Dan Schwartz | Issue 34

… a couple days ago. Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band was released, and the world
has been changed ever since. Certainly MY world is entirely different.
It wasn’t only Sgt. Pepper, but that was the moment: June of ’67. The Monterey International
Pop Festival followed later that month, as well as the BBC-originated Our World, seen by
around 400 to 700 million people (almost a quarter of the population of the planet at the time)
— on which the Fabs appeared as the representatives of England and the United Kingdom,
performing “All You Need is Love” (written for the broadcast).
If you’re old enough to have been there, you remember. If not, you’ve probably heard. It’s hard
now to appreciate the presence and the power that the Beatles had back then. Just look at Our
World: as I said — it was the very first world-wide telecast, with countries all over the planet
participating.
I’ve written before that this is the record that turned me into a musician. After a brief romance
with the idea of being a scientist when I grew up (a passion that never quite left), art took over,
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and visual art was where I was headed[1]. And then Sgt. Pepper, and “Within You Without
You”, and I started paying much more attention to music. Much more.

So much has been written about the album, then, now and in the years in between. The 50th
Anniversary issue of it has gotten many, many reviews, and not all of them positive. But I want
to direct your attention to Mikal Gilmore’s piece about the record.
To be honest, Mikal’s excitement got me all revved-up to hear it. When I did, I was a bit
disappointed. But I think that sort of excitement is meant to be communicated to people with a
conventional system — a theory I’ll test out this week. For years the last twenty years, I’ve
listened (on my comparatively big-ass system) to a one-off CD-R made from a 1/4” copy of the
stereo master. That’s pretty close to the source. I have a UHQR of it, for when I want a slightly
different flavor, and I also have an original mono LP. Yes, the mono has more sheer drive, but
the original stereo has all the strange non-pan-potted qualities of early stereo — with
instruments popping up in weird places. (I’ve even got multi-tracks of some of the tunes — yes,
I’m obsessed, like many people I know.)
After 50 years of this being my favorite record, though, I get much more caught up in the
outtakes, most of which are released here officially for the first time[2]. The “Penny Lane”
takes are especially interesting to me, but that’s only because I’ve heard the “Strawberry
Fields Forever” takes for a long time. And when you hear how the title track comes together,
the raw tracks — yes, the Fabs were certainly a good little band.
Pepper remains distinct among the band’s recorded output for the inventiveness of the
recording, the arrangements and choices in instruments. When you hear the tracks broken
down as on the super-deluxe box set, catching them as newly-released from the burdens of
touring, you can hear them, for the first time, stretching out to give their work the quality of
symphonic miniatures.
By a couple albums down (or one year, in Fabs terms), Lennon would regard it all as “shite”
and we saw that they’d strip it back down. But for the moment, a Technicolor, panoramic,
psychedelic dream was real.
And many of us responded.
[1] In 1983, a director whose film I was scoring was staying over night at my mother’s house in
NJ, and her sister called to tell him he should encourage me to go back to visual art, that that
was where my real talent was.
[2] The majority of what there is to be heard have been “available” as bootlegs for years.
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Shhhh….
By Bill Leebens | Issue 34

What was that movie— where if you fell asleep, you died?
Getting home after a long flight is similar: if you return during daylight hours, you CANNOT go
to sleep, or your sleep schedule will be screwed up for the rest of your life. Or something like
that.
That was my situation upon my return from Munich— trying to stay awake until my usual
bedtime, despite having been up for 40 hours or so, with my tinnitus having ratcheted up to a
pulsing, swishing sound like a cheap dishwasher. And then as bedtime approached—hell, 8:30
is close enough!—I found that I was so wired that sleep seemed unlikely.
My faithful canine companions echoed my mood: Buster, the 80-pound mutt who is my spirit
animal, grumbled unhappily. Grayson, the manic 16-pound schnauzer, twitched and spun
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around as though 100 squirrels were skittering past the sliding glass door.
What to do? Doth music hath charms to soothe the savage breast? Or at least an old grump and
his dogs??
When my kids were babies, Enya CDs would usually put them to sleep. I suspected that those
discs would now do nothing but annoy me—assuming I could find them. For decades, Eno’s
Music for Airports has worked for me, intermixed with a random Gymnopedie or two from
Satie. Wonder how the dogs would react?
Well…you can see Buster snoozing atop the page. Grayson followed suit, and the three of us hit
the hay shortly thereafter.

Back in the early ’80’s, a book called Super-Learning popularized the dictums of Dr. Georgi
Lozanov, who theorized that learning and memory were both enhanced when baroque music
was played during the teaching process. It was a popular and pretty intuitive concept: baroque
music generally has a tempo of around 60 beats per minute (bpm), similar to the heartbeat of a
well-trained athlete (not me, in other words). The idea was that the autonomic nervous system
would mimic the music’s tempo, producing a relaxation response which creates a timestretching effect, enhancing mental absorption and retention.
Both fitness trainers and DJs consciously increase or decrease the bpm of the music used, in
order to warm up the crowd, maximize frenzy, then wind them down. Again: intuitive. But is
the response effect a physiological reality, or merely a projection? Can you dial heartbeats up
and down with music?
Oddly enough, there’s no clear-cut answer. Google “music beats per minute physiology” and
you’ll see dozens of articles, ranging from how-to advisories for DJs listing the bpm of popular
songs (according to this article, most hit pop songs fall into the 120-130 bpm range) to serious
studies tracking the body’s response to varied tempi during studying and during physical
exertion. Just flipping through several such studies reveals a surprising divergence in clinical
findings. Most studies like this one dispute or dispel the notion that the heartbeat reacts to
match the tempo of music, but many agree that music of almost any tempo—whether it’s 40
bpm or 140—reduces blood pressure, especially the diastolic.
Huh. Personally, when I hear 140 bpm thrash metal, I don’t feel as though my blood pressure is
getting lower—quite the contrary. I did notice that the subjects of the studies tend to be
between 18 and 27; perhaps they’ve developmentally adapted to such stuff.
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And for me and my dogs? I know that Satie produces slowed respiration in all of us, and an
increased feeling of relaxation. I don’t continuously monitor my heart rate or blood pressure, so
I can’t tell you what happens to those markers during Gymnopedies.
Call me a lousy scientist, but I don’t really care what the exact mechanism is: it helps me wind
down.
And it does seem to soothe those savage, albeit tiny, breasts.

Satie does the job for Grayson. Ignore the white socks.
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Not Patently Obvious
By Richard Murison | Issue 34

And now for something completely different – a brief detour into an area which is not especially
audio-related, but which I’m hoping you might find interesting. Ever since 1989 I have
managed to find myself responsible, at one time or another, and to one degree or another, for
the patent portfolios of each of the companies I have worked for. I am also an inventor on
several issued patents, and have even been retained as an expert advisor on a patentinfringement lawsuit. So I know a little bit about the subject – at least enough to have learned
that most people have a seriously inadequate understanding of the purpose, nature, and value
of patents.
Most people understand the basic concept of a patent. If you invent something, by patenting it
you will be able to prevent anybody else from taking advantage of it. And while that simple
summary is correct, it is misleadingly simple. Patent law is an arcane and highly technical
field, and making proper use of it requires great expertise. So you really need to be
professionally advised if you are thinking of patenting something yourself, or, worse, are
concerned that you may be infringing on someone else’s patent.
What exactly is a patent? Quite simply, a patent is a formal disclosure of an invention. By
virtue of publishing precisely what your invention is, a patent can be invoked to prevent others
from using it without your consent. Clearly it is a powerful concept. But because it has
significant and substantial legal and financial ramifications, a tortuous framework of patent law
has grown up around it to enable inventors and patent holders to enforce their legal rights in a
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fair and consistent manner. These legal strictures are very important. Weaknesses in any of
these areas can result in a patent application being rejected, or its applicability restricted – or
even outright invalidated – at some point in the future.
First of all, it is important to understand what can be patented and what can’t. A patent must
describe either a specific thing, or a specific method of making a thing. The inventor must fully
and completely disclose exactly what constitutes the invention, and provide clear criteria that
permit the reader to distinguish the invention from something which is not covered by the
patent, leaving as little as possible in the way of ambiguity. Ambiguity can end up being a fatal
flaw. You cannot obtain patent protection for something that you are not prepared to publicly
disclose.
Next, there must be an ‘inventive step’ – a critical point at which the invention makes a notable
advance beyond what was previously known (what patent law refers to as ‘prior art’). Your
patent must contain ‘full disclosure’. The key test that will be applied is that it must contain
everything that ‘a person skilled in the art’ would need to know to be able to successfully
replicate the invention. The inventor must not withhold some key “secret sauce” from the
patent disclosure. Nor can it rely on something that the inventors are not able to fully disclose
(for example, that hasn’t yet been invented or discovered).
The patent should disclose who invented the invention. There can be multiple inventors, and if
so, each listed inventor must be able to point to a critical aspect of the ‘inventive step’ for
which they are responsible, and all of the actual inventors must be included in the patent. Just
being the owner of the company for whom the inventor works does not entitle you to be listed
as an inventor. It is not unusual for all rights in the patent to be assigned to a third party,
usually the employer of the inventor(s), although the inventors’ explicit consent is required for
this to happen.
Finally, the substance of the invention cannot become public knowledge prior to the filing of
the patent application. If it does so, it will itself be considered to be part of the ‘prior art’ and
therefore not patentable! Something as innocuous as offering a product containing the
invention for sale – even if no sales actually occurred – may be construed as placing the
substance of the invention ‘in the public domain’. Some key aspects of patent law deal with the
public disclosure of material subject to a patent application, as there are various exemptions
and grace periods which may apply.
The structure of a patent comprises two parts, the Specification and the Claims. The Claims
are the most important section of the patent. Patent law protects only what is claimed in the
Claims. The Claims set forth in a highly formalized manner exactly what the inventor(s) are
seeking to protect. The wording of patent Claims always appears dry and arcane to a casual
reader, because the legal language used has evolved to meet a specific purpose. Because of
this, improperly written Claims – even if they might appear to make sense to a casual reader –
can actually render an otherwise valuable patent practically worthless. But even when read by
an expert, any Claim read in isolation will have room for uncertainty about what is actually
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being described. Therefore, patents also include a Specification section in which the invention
is described in detail, placed in the context of the pre-existing state-of-the-art, and illuminated
with examples of specific embodiments of the invention. The Claims are therefore intended to
be read and interpreted – and any ambiguities resolved – in the light of the Specifications.
It is important that the Claims of a patent describe only the new inventions for which the
inventor is seeking protection. If a Claim is found to describe ‘prior art’, then that claim – and
in some circumstances the entire patent – will be held to be invalid. This will be the case
regardless of whether or not the inventor was aware of it. Usually the Specification will
discuss the ‘prior art’ in some detail, and explain why and how the inventor’s claims are
distinct and different, and this is an important aspect of a well-written patent.
Once you have written your patent, it must be submitted to the patent office for approval. The
patent office will assign it to a patent examiner who will make a cursory, but intelligent,
examination of your patent and will attempt to establish whether or not the submitted
document meets all of the requirements to be granted as a patent. She may question whether
the disclosure is complete. Or she may raise specific objections based on existing patents or
other publications which she considers may describe prior art. You will then have the
opportunity to address those objections and either re-submit the application or provide
clarifying information to the examiner. This can go back and forth many times, and the details
of any such dialog will be retained in the patent’s history file, and may be referred to in future
if the patent is ever challenged in court. If all goes well, in due course a patent is issued; a
patent only comes into force after it has been issued.
We’re still not done yet. You have yet to decide where, geographically, you want your patent to
have force. If you have a US patent for example, your competitors in Germany, Japan, China,
etc., can freely and legally enjoy full use of your patented inventions. Your only remedy may be
to stop that entity from importing infringing products into the US. If you want the protection of
your patent to extend to other countries of the world, then you have to file for patent protection
in those countries too. But be aware that your patent rights, the degree of protection offered,
and the remedies available against infringement, may be different in each country. Filing
internationally gets to be very expensive, since your patent will usually require to be translated
into each country’s native language, and rendered fully in compliance with each country’s
patent codes. Also, you cannot sit on your hands and see how things work out before deciding
whether to file internationally. You have to make that decision up front (within a maximum of
12 months, if you manage to line all your ducks up correctly).
Once issued, the patent has a severely restricted lifetime. In the US this is 20 years from the
date when the patent was first filed with the patent office, regardless of how long it may have
spent going back and forth with the examiner’s office prior to issuance. Once the patent
expires, it no longer conveys any protection whatsoever, and anybody is free to make full use of
it. There are no ways to get around that.
It is one of the big mistakes that people make in regard to patents that they over-estimate the
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value of an issued patent. All issuance demonstrates is that the examiner has been persuaded
that the inventor has met the requirements for a valid patent. It does NOT guarantee that the
patent actually does meet those requirements! This can – and regularly does – come as a big
surprise to someone who has shelled out a lot of money to get to that point.
So what use is a patent then? In reality, if you are the owner of a valid, issued patent, it gives
you a legal basis on which to approach a third party who may be infringing that patent against
your wishes and ask them to either stop doing so or purchase a license. Generally, what
happens next depends on whether the third party is bigger than you, and has greater financial
clout. If the party continues to ignore your entreaties, you will have the right to sue them for
patent infringement. But that is a very scary step to take.
A court of law is the only place where the ultimate blessing of validity can be bestowed upon a
patent. This is where you end up if you sue somebody – or if somebody sues you – for patent
infringement. A court of law will do what the patent examiner did not. It will examine the
patent in minute detail and pronounce with finality on whether or not the patent is valid. It can
choose to limit the patent’s validity, or even invalidate it entirely. But a patent whose claims
have been upheld in court can no longer be legally challenged as to validity. The owner of a
patent whose claims have been upheld (or even declared invalid, for that matter) in a court of
law will also be $1M – and often more – lighter in the wallet. Yes, that was an ‘M’. A patent
infringement lawsuit is not for the faint of heart – on either side.
On the other hand, in the US, the doctrine of triple damages applies. This means that if you
infringe on the patent rights of a third party, in full awareness of those rights, then you will be
liable for not only the damages you are held to have caused, but triple the damages. The fear
of incurring triple damages ensures that even large and powerful entities will take a patent
infringement lawsuit seriously, because triple damages presents even a penurious client with
an opportunity to seek serious legal representation on a contingency basis.
So what does all this cost? First of all, you will benefit from the services of a good patent
attorney. Yes, they can charge $400 an hour, but there are good reasons for that. I wouldn’t
dream of filing a serious patent without the assistance of top quality specialist counsel, and
indeed I never have. There are so many ifs and buts when it comes to costs, but I will give you
two pegs in the ground that I think are fair. To get to the point where you have a high-quality
issued US patent will cost you $10k to $20k. If your ambitions are international, a fully issued
patent portfolio in a basket of countries in which a technology-oriented company might wish to
do business will set you back $150k to $250k per patent. That’s not chump change. And on
top of that there are annual ‘maintenance fees’ to be paid. Remember, this is to arm yourself
with a single issued patent, which may be willfully ignored by someone who doesn’t think you
have the balls to sue them, and which may ultimately be shown to be invalid – whether in court,
or in one of those “oh dear” moments when you open a letter containing a sheaf of technical
documents that you wish had come to your attention before committing to the time and
expense of filing the patent in the first place!
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At this point, a quick detour into good business practice. Because of the doctrine of triple
damages, companies and individuals should always make it strict policy that nobody (but
NOBODY, other than in-house counsel) should ever read the Claims of ANY patent of which
they are not the author. If such a policy is carefully implemented in practice, then it follows
that neither employee nor employer can ever be aware of any infringement of any patent. Such
a policy, if diligently implemented, offers a degree of legal protection against being side-swiped
with a triple-damages lawsuit. Since only the Claims describe what is patented, even if you
have read the Specifications section of a patent which you are accused of infringing, if you
haven’t read the Claims you cannot know what has actually been patented. This may sound
devious – let’s be honest here, it IS devious – but if you retain a serious patent attorney this is
the first lesson that he will hammer into you.
Patents exist mostly as a ‘barrier to entry’, intended primarily to obstruct your competitors
from entering your line of business. In that sense they are comparable to the padlock you put
on the factory’s front door when you go home for the weekend, or the insurance policies that
you pay for once a year. Like the padlock and the insurance, you need to understand what you
are protecting yourself against, what the costs are of indulging yourself in that degree of
protection, and what risks you run in not doing so. There are exceptions to every rule, but for
most small businesses – and I think all high-end audio businesses are small businesses –
patents are very rarely a justifiable form of protection. But patents can also be used to
generate income through licensing fees. For example, RCA made a fortune licensing their
color TV patents. And when telecom giant Nortel’s assets were sold off in 2011 following their
bankruptcy, their patent portfolio was sold for $4.5B, in cash. Yes, that was a ‘B’.
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Talent Swarm, Part 2
By Duncan Taylor | Issue 34

At my live video recording studio, I would on occasion find myself recording the same guys or
gals in different groups. Part of the reason, like in the case of bass player Sam Grisman and
mandolinist Dom Leslie, is that the elite talent pool in the traveling music scene is predictably
smaller than the rest. Also, I’ve recorded damn near every band in this area worth recording,
and likewise the good ones bounce around and collaborate.
It’s fun seeing a bill for a music venue or a festival and counting most of the groups listed as
ones I’ve heard from behind the glass. Recently, a stunning quartet of some of the best players
I had recorded was announced for four Colorado shows. As far as I can tell there was no
prelude to this grouping, no organized “band” sort of stuff. The only tidbit I could find was a
blog post from the artist who created their show posters for the Colorado run.
The group called themselves the Phoffman/Beck Quartet. Paul Hoffman is the lead singer
and mandolin player for the progressive bluegrass super group Greensky Bluegrass. Anders
Beck plays dobro for the group as well. I’ve previously written about Greensky Bluegrass‘
session with me (Behind The Glass, Copper Issues 4 & 5) , and their videos remain the most16

viewed of all of our recordings. Here’s a video from the session, and check out the earlier
columns for more background.

Included in the quartet is a special guitarist that we recorded just before his career started to
open up. He goes by the name Billy Strings, and I suggest you commit that one to memory. This
guy is picking up where Tony Rice left off. He’s one of those rare players with a carefully
defined style that he is interested in marrying to other styles. I love these kinds of musicians.
He always sounds like himself, and he translates well.
We watched our videos of Billy and his then-partner Don Julin (the one and only author of
Mandolin for Dummies) skyrocket in views, and as time went on I was hoping others would
notice the raw talent. Watch this instrumental from the duo, which has one-tenth as many
views compared to the other videos, but which remains my favorite from our session:

There’s a lot of traditional Appalachia in that sound. But I love that in the three years since he
and Don stopped by our studio he had a chance to spread out, and meet and mingle with the
likes of Paul, Anders and the remaining member of Phoffman/Beck: bass player Sam Grisman.
When you grow up the son of an excellent musician, you have an opportunity to
see music making as something doable, something fun and possibly something profitable. The
mystery is gone, but respect is left in its place. I know this well, and I saw a lot of that in Sam
when he came by our studio twice — once with his group The Deadly Gentlemen (videos in
the last issue of Copper), and once with another collection of all-stars, The Brotet (Behind The
Glass, Copper Issues 6 & 7). To bring back to speed, here’s a video of the Brotet, a group
which also went by the title Grisman, Leslie, Hargreaves and Smith:

Sam had the same quiet power that I’ve noticed in the best upright bass players I’ve come
across. I wouldn’t generalize when it isn’t warranted. There was the familiar quiet smirk of
more going on under the surface and the predictable professionalism and even reticence amid
the chaos of the recordings. Others may have needed adjustments or re-takes but Sam was
ready and right on, every time.
It’s good to see the better players find one another. I’m not fully up to date on what else Sam is
doing these days, but I have been following his former multi-band mate Dominick Leslie a
bit. He’s living in New York, and one of the groups he’s playing with is the Grant Gordy
Quartet. Grant Gordy is a Denver-born flatpicker extraordinaire, and features on fiddle —
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guess who! — Mike Barnett from The Deadly Gentlemen. He absolutely rips in this one, but
pay attention also to Grant’s masterful work and Dom’s expressive mandolin style here:

The other project of Dom’s at the moment is in support of his young new wife, Phoebe Hunt , in
her band Phoebe Hunt and the Gatherers. I don’t know much about Phoebe’s story but her
voice speaks for itself:

Other members of these groups I’ve followed are each doing fascinating things. Stash
Wyslouch, the lead singer and guitarist of The Deadly Gentlemen, has taken his “acoustic heavy
metal” further in his own group called The Stash! Band. Alex Hargreaves is busy playing with
The Turtle Island String Quartet when he’s not fiddling around with young mandolinist Jake
Jolliff (whom I recorded with his current group, Yonder Mountain String Band. As the bios
read, Alex is considered one of the best improvising fiddlers in the world, and Jake was handpicked to fill Jeff Austin’s spot in Yonder Mountain for a reason. Take a look at the lineup of
the Jacob Jolliff Band, and you see on guitar… Stash Wyslouch.

It’s a small world at the top.
Keep an eye on this new crop of elite acoustic musicians. I suspect we’ll see more
collaboration, not less, between them as the years go on.
And without further adieu, here are videos of the Phoffman/Beck Quartet in two stops on
their recent journey through our state:
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Horns, Part 3
By Bill Leebens | Issue 34

In our last issue we concluded with a mention of the Shearer horn and its influence on
subsequent theater systems from a number of manufacturers, including Western Electric. One
of WE’s post-Shearer systems was known as the Mirrophonic system; a Mirrophonic M2 system
was exhibited at the Munich High End show recently, hauled all the way from South Korea by
the wonderful and wacky crew at Silbatone. That’s a picture of it atop the page; you can also
see more pics in this issue’s Munich pictorial. Mids and highs (up to maybe 10kHz on a good
day) were handled by two WE 594A field-coil compression drivers feeding a 26B multi-cell
horn; woofery was by 2 of the hefty and legendary TA-4181 18″ field-coil woofers set in an
open-backed horn. That’s per side, of course; keep in mind that a mono system was designed
for a 3000-seat theater, and you’ll get an idea of the dynamic ease this stereo pair presented in
the Munich exhibit room, with maybe 100 seats. Maybe.
I’m not sure how other companies like RCA operated, but Western Electric theater systems
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were never sold—like WE telephone equipment used by the Bell system, they were leased by
the user, and maintained by WE techs (or those of Graybar, the sales arm). Choosing, designing
and maintaining a theater system was no small task—and wisely, WE didn’t leave those jobs to
amateurs.
While both RCA and Western Electric had Shearer-inspired systems (including the WE
Mirrophonics like the M2 shown above), the only company authorized to use the Shearer name
was Lansing Manufacturing, a small company in LA which had stated business in 1928 building
stand-alone loudspeakers for radio sets. The Shearer-Lansing system had a w-shaped horn
enclosure for the bass, topped by a multicellular horn with a compression driver. Both drivers
had field-coil magnetics, and crossover was around 500 Hz. Frequency response was specified
as 40 Hz-10 kHz, adequate for the frequency range reproduced by the contemporary optical
sound systems. A smaller version of the Shearer-Lansing system, known as the 500-A, was
used for sound reinforcement and in recording/dubbing facilities. In the late ’30’s an even
smaller system was developed as a monitor. The Iconic, as it was known, was also offered with
deco-style cabinetry for home use.
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The Shearer-Lansing 2-way system, as shown in period literature.

In 1978, more than forty years after the publication of Shearer’s paper describing his proposed
sound system, the AES found its influence lasting and significant enough to prompt reprinting
of the paper. Even today it’s a remarkably thorough and cogent analysis of the requirements
and problems of the design of a theater sound system.
I should point out something that is likely obvious: this series of articles has a decidedly
American slant. Part of that is due to my own limited knowledge of horns of other lands, and
part is due to the lack of reference material on old horn speakers—especially, reference
material in English. Having said that, theater sound systems were made in many countries
other than the US. Western Electric systems were made in the UK under the Westrex name,
and probably the most-famous theater speakers made somewhere out there were those made
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by Klangfilm in Germany. The massive Bionor system is shown below; some years back, a pair
of these monsters were used in a THE Show-Las Vegas exhibit room. I regret to say that I
didn’t hear them; even so, it amuses me to think of the nightmares involved in getting those
babies hauled around Vegas and set up there. I suppose the freight and drayage guys had seen
even weirder things in the past. What happens in Vegas, yadda yadda….

Back stateside, major upheavals in the world of sound-reproduction were caused by the federal
government, of all unlikely players. In 1938, the feds came down with an anti-trust decree—remember those??—ruling that Western Electric possessed a monopoly in the world of motion
picture sound. WE was required to get out of the sound-hardware business, including
loudspeakers and amps, and remaining inventory was sold to a group of WE engineers. The
new company, Altec (a corruption of “all technical”), carried out existing service contracts.
After a few years the new company was running out of hardware and replacement parts, and a
purchase of Lansing Manufacturing was negotiated.
The new Altec-Lansing company provided the perpetually-struggling Lansing with adequate
resources, and the combined catalogs of the two companies ironically assured the new firm of a
virtual monopoly in motion picture sound for years to come (presaging the
breakup/reunification of the baby Bells 40 years later). John Hilliard, who had previously
worked on the Shearer-MGM project, joined Altec-Lansing, and in 1945 Lansing and Hilliard
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published “An Improved Loudspeaker System for Theaters” in the Journal of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers (which can be read here).The paper described the design of the
model A-4 of the Voice of the Theatre line, which would be the standard in theaters worldwide
for 40 years.

Part of the Lansing-Hilliard paper. The driver should look familiar to anyone acquainted with WE or JBL
drivers.

The statement, “World War II would bring significant changes” would be true of nearly all
aspects of life, but it did bring major changes to the world of loudspeakers. The wartime
development of high-intensity permanent magnet materials including Alnico (more properly,
AlNiCo, a family of iron alloys salted with Aluminum, Nickel, and Cobalt) would allow the
development of drivers freed of the constraints imposed by the use of field-coils, which were
essentially electromagnets—and thus required power supplies. The A-4 Voice of the Theatre’s
newly-developed drivers utilized Alnico magnets, and were at the cutting edge of the new
development.
Other changes would arise in the world of horn loudspeakers, post-war. We’ll pick up our story
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there, in the next installment.
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Andy Suzuki
& The Method
By Anne E. Johnson | Issue 34

Labels don’t attach easily to the music of Andy Suzuki & The Method. You might call it pop
leaning toward R&B, with some country-tinged folk music thrown in. Then again, New Yorker
Suzuki is half Jewish and half Japanese, and his longtime bandmate, Kozza Babumba, is the
grandson of Grammy-winning Nigerian drummer Babatunde Olatunji. They’re a two-man
melting pot, so why shouldn’t their music be a stew, too?
In trying to get a historical perspective on Suzuki’s output, I ran into a stumbling block. The
internet age has had obvious effects on indie musicians. Countless streaming sites serve as free
or low-cost platforms for spreading their work, often one track at a time. It’s striking, then,
when artists choose to decrease rather than increase their web footprint. Suzuki has done this
with his first full-length album, 300 Pianos from 2009, and the 2012 EP, The Ghost Stories.
Suzuki’s merchandise store, via the Bandwear.com platform, lists both CDs as in “final
printing” with only a few copies remaining, and warns that they are “no longer available on
iTunes or any streaming services.” (It’s fun to note something else on Suzuki’s Bandwear page:
for a mere $250, you can purchase a personal Skype concert by the singer! The internet age
can be as great for fans as it is for artists.)
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So, what is Suzuki allowing to fade into obsolescence? Only the title track of 300 Pianos still
exists on YouTube. While it’s a little rough in terms of ensemble, and maybe the phrase-endings
in the lyrics could have a more natural cadence, there’s a lot to admire. Babumba provides an
intriguing texture with hand percussion over the repeating piano chords. Former band member
Jason Gorelick sweetens the sound with violin lines.
“300 Pianos” is a heartbreaking song about Suzuki’s father, who was ill with Alzheimer’s at the
time. (He died in 2011.) In the lyrics, you can hear the singer’s pain and frustration at the
ruthless disease: “And I know that every chord I’ve used before / And every broken metaphor /
Can’t bring me closer to the man behind the door.”

The melodic style is accessible but not saccharine and would serve Suzuki well if he ever
decides to write a musical. The art of expressing raw emotion without melodrama is rare
indeed.
Another trace of Suzuki’s out-of-print work is “Take Care of Me,” a track from the 2012 EP The
Ghost Stories. This shows a different aspect of the songwriter, one much more likely to turn
into a payday but far less interesting. It’s an R&B-glazed pop love song worthy of a boy band.
Shape your fingers into a heart and wink at the girls:

So, if 300 Pianos was the bare-bones truth and The Ghost Stories was the slick veneer, what
does that leave? Fortunately, the rest of Suzuki’s work is easy to find.
The 2013 full-length album Born Out of Mischief, funded with $47,000 raised on Indiegogo, is
still available in every format. Its release got enough attention and praise that it landed the
band a gig opening for Ringo Starr, among others. What it reveals is more ingredients in the
musical stew. “Virginia” owes its sound to modern country (Blake Shelton, Keith Urban).
Suzuki proves himself a versatile singer with a big range that’s clear at the top and smoky at
the bottom.

In “Keep Me Running,” Suzuki seems to have found a balance between love song and
originality, no easy task in the pop world. Babumba’s angular patterns on the drum set drive at
a frantic pace. The unusual rhythms in the lyrics reminded me of the recitational style of Tracy
Chapman:
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Without question, the gem of Born out of Mischief is the title song, another tribute to Suzuki’s
upbringing, this time focused on appreciation of his mother. The accompaniment is based on
simple strummed acoustic guitar, but any folk or country singer knows you can’t beat that as a
canvas primed for emotional color. Again Gorelick’s violin contributes to the bittersweet effect.

In February 2017, Andy Suzuki & The Method released a new full-length album called The
Glass Hour. Given that the tracks are mastered by Chris Gehringer, best known for his work
with Rihanna and Lady Gaga, it’s not surprising to find a multi-textured production with a
tendency toward brightened percussion sound.
But The Glass Hour shows another side of Suzuki and Babumba (Gorelick does not appear on
the album), this time as socio-political voices. “Fight” is inspired by Martin Luther King, Jr.,
told from the point of view of someone who’s beaten down and baffled by mistreatment, but
won’t go home. Gritty electric guitar and complex percussion support lyrics that will make you
raise your fist in determination, contrasting with quieter sections:

Other stand-outs on The Glass Hour are “Runaway,” notable for Babumba’s military-style drum
riffs, and the slow-beat R&B “Overtime,” which lets Suzuki show off some smooth upper
register.
This latest album is a strong effort likely to launch Suzuki and Babumba into a new level
professionally. But who can tell what that new level will be? The beauty of being indie, whether
it’s in songwriting or any other artistic field, is the freedom to do what you like at any point,
and change what you do when it suits you. Andy Suzuki & The Method take advantage of that
freedom, and it seems to be working well for them.
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The Mountain Goats
By Dan McCauley | Issue 34

Album: Goths
Artist: The Mountain Goats
45 RPM – 3 LP Deluxe Edition
Release: Merge records, May, 2017
Goths is the SIXTEENTH (!!) full-length studio album from the Durham, North Carolina
foursome, The Mountain Goats, fronted by the timeless (vampire!) John Darnielle.
Throughout their previous 15 albums, The Mountain Goats have put together some of the
most compelling singalong melodies ever heard, coupled with lyrics straight out of a
psychiatrist’s session notes. Previous albums (all worthy of a listen, all 600 songs worth) drip in
the weighted content of heartbreak, heartache, rejection of peers and parents, professional
wrestling, and homemade drugs and alcohol. John Darnielle’s craft is razor-sharp and so
specifically detailed that he’ll make you feel all the feels. This isn’t topical writing. These songs
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aren’t POP! The discography sounds like a confession and the listener will find themselves as
the lead character in some of the songs. (Not all, but some. Thankfully, not all.)
Goths is no exception. This album was recorded (proudly) with no computer-tweaked vocals.
No pitch correction. No guitars (they may sound like guitars, but they ain’t). The term “goth”
can conjure up images – black trench coats, shiny belt buckles with silver goat heads, lace
ascots, and the earring thing that connects the ear to the nose. This album finds a nostalgic
warmth in those generalization, and the woods, organs, and ambient noise are a soft place for
the songs’ lyrics to land. The album is deliberate, and to me the term “confessional” pops into
mind once again. Goths plays like excerpts from a teenager’s journal, and we are given a
glimpse of that life for 55 minutes. “We Do it Different on the West Coast” has a bouncy
bass that grooves along with the background vocals of the “oohhs” and “aahhs” and tells a
story of a youngster’s pride for the city he lives in, reaffirming the fact that others just don’t
get “it.” Don’t let the track titles lead you astray. “Stench of the Unburied” is one of the
most pleasant tracks (honestly), describing a joy ride with friends, listening to Siouxsie & the
Banchees on KROQ and getting in trouble with The Law. This song has the greatest chorus of
the whole album, and keeps the enjoyment of the joyride wrapped up like a baby in a warm
blanket, or an angsty teen wearing crushed purple velvet.

“Wear Black” takes the listener through the mind of the goth youth, who has trouble fitting
in, but knows he/she is still the fly-est lookin’, all the time.
“Rage of Travers” puts you in the black patent-leather boots of a singer who gets bumped
from the bill and carries on with his night. The line “Nobody wants to hear the 12 bar blues,
from a guy in platform shoes” is so pure and sincere, I’m surprised it has never been sung
before. Goths gives us a taste of a culture we may have missed—and if we did miss it, worry
not, those who were there didn’t miss us.
The fourth side of Goths starts with a subtle ballad, “Shelved”, which tells the story of a
singer who won’t sell out musically. As the song unravels, it slowly but smoothly develops into
a Cure-like rager of shoegazing and swaying-in-place, fueled by its own angst.
The band has had so many articles written on them, it’s difficult to find anything new to say
about them. Every album is detailed with an ultra-descriptive glimpse into real characters, as
though John Steinbeck wanted to start a band and take his show on the road. The Mountain
Goats are a treasure, and this album is the blood-red ruby at the center of the crown.
The deluxe vinyl edition (colored in vampire-blood red – of course) is accompanied by a third
record consisting of 4 beautifully ambient instrumentals which will keep the goths playing
music until dawn. Don’t let Goths go sulking into the night. This creature shouldn’t go back in
its hole. It’s another time capsule by a most prolific band, and well worth the listen.
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Favorite Side:
Side B
4. “We Do it Different on the West Coast”
5. “Unicorn Tolerance”
6. “Stench of the Unburied”
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No Love For the Shack
and Sears Continues in Freefall
By Bill Leebens | Issue 34

Last Chance For Store Closing Deals At Your
Neighborhood RadioShack! Come Innovate With Us One
Last Time
RADIOSHACK CLOSING ITS DOORS AFTER 96 YEARS THIS MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND
WITH FINAL MEMORIAL DAY CLEARANCE SALES, RADIOSHACK MARKS ITS SHIFT TO
ONLINE WITH AN ICONIC MEMORABILIA AUCTION
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[When a long-established company like the Shack starts referring to unloading the last dregs of
their sad little company as “an iconic memorabilia auction”—you can pretty well hear the fat
lady singing, can’t you? I think at this point whatever feelings of nostalgia or sympathy many
folks had, have vaporized. The sooner they vanish for good, the better.—Heartless Ed.]
FORT WORTH, Texas, May 26, 2017 — From humble beginnings in Boston in 1921, over the
past 96 years RadioShack established itself as a globally recognized leader and the go to
retailer for consumer electronics. RadioShack has always been known as the place for answers
to the American public’s technology and electronics questions. “You’ve got questions, we’ve got
answers.”
At its peak, RadioShack operated over 7,300 stores with retail sales and operating revenue in
the billions of dollars and its locations were famously within 3 miles of more than 95% of
households across America. This Memorial Day Weekend, we will be closing over 1,000 stores,
leaving less than 70 corporate and 500 RadioShack dealer stores around the country. With 96
years of history, go say goodbye to the RadioShack in your neighborhood. This weekend you
still have an opportunity to come visit your nearby store for your electronic needs at great
liquidation sale prices, before we close the doors for good.
RadioShack introduced consumers to exciting and affordable gadgets and electronics that
have become household items. As we cleaned out our historic archives in Fort Worth, Texas, we
uncovered a cache of iconic memorabilia in 12 huge legacy safes, including: unused original
TRS-80 Microcomputers, Realistic Transistor Radios, Tandy computer software games, original
brick cell phones, gold commemorative watches and so much more. We all remember coming
into RadioShack whether it was for the battery-of-the-month, new walkie-talkies, or to check
out the newest RC toy cars. Many of these nostalgic items will be up for auction over the next
30 days.
At the end of this month [meaning May—oops.–-Ed.], RadioShack will be closing its doors at all
but 70 retail store locations as we migrate to RadioShack.com and we cannot thank you, the
RadioShack family, enough for sharing in the journey throughout the years. We have heard
countless stories and truly appreciate the millions of employees and customers that have made
RadioShack their neighborhood convenience electronics store for the past century and we
invite every home in America to come innovate with us one last time.
RadioShack will be hosting the online auction beginning today, May 26, 2017 at
www.radioshack.com/auction/. Check in regularly over the next month as we will be revealing
over 500 RadioShack classic items for auction.
Again, be sure to visit your local RadioShack location this Memorial Day Weekend for your last
chance at clearance pricing or visit us at www.radioshack.com !
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We cannot thank you enough for your patronage and support over the years and continued
support as we shift to a primarily online business.
####

Sears Holdings Reports First Quarter 2017 Results
[The tale of woe that is now Sears, once the world’s greatest retailer, continues. This
presentation of Q1 2017 appears rosy, with the first quarterly profit shown in years. What this
brief synopsis doesn’t make clear is that that profit is due solely to a payment on the purchase
of the Sears Craftsman brand, probably the single most valuable asset that the company still
owned. Well, they own it no longer, and if that payment is removed, this quarter would’ve
shown about a half-billion dollar loss, same as Q1 2016. This is just sad. FWIW: I would prefer
to focus upon industry news a little closer to the audio biz, but the fate of Sears may carry
implications for all B&M retailers in America, including audio dealers. —Ed.]
HOFFMAN ESTATES, Ill., May 25, 2017 — Sears Holdings Corporation (“Holdings,” “we,”
“us,” “our,” or the “Company”) (NASDAQ: SHLD) today announced financial results for its first
quarter ended April 29, 2017. As a supplement to this announcement, a presentation, prerecorded conference and audio webcast are available at our website.
In summary, we reported net income attributable to Holdings’ shareholders of $244
million ($2.28 earnings per diluted share) for the first quarter of 2017 compared to a net loss
attributable to Holdings’ shareholders of $471 million ($4.41 loss per diluted share) for the
prior year first quarter. Adjusted for significant items noted in our Adjusted Earnings Per Share
tables, we would have reported a net loss attributable to Holdings’ shareholders of $230
million ($2.15 loss per diluted share) for the first quarter of 2017 compared to a net loss
attributable to Holdings’ shareholders of $199 million ($1.86 loss per diluted share) in the prior
year first quarter. Adjusted EBITDA was $(222) million in the first quarter of 2017, as
compared to $(181) million in the prior year first quarter.
Edward S. Lampert, Holdings’ Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, said, “While this was
certainly a challenging quarter for our Company, it was also one that clearly demonstrated our
commitment to return Sears Holdings to solid financial footing. We recognize that we need to
accelerate our efforts to improve our operational performance and are moving decisively with
our $1.25 billion restructuring program.”
Highlights since the beginning of the first quarter include:
Delivered significant progress on our strategic restructuring program, with $700
million in annualized cost savings already actioned to date, and announced
incremental actions to increase our annualized cost savings target to $1.25
billion from $1.0 billion;
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Paydown of approximately $418 million of term loans outstanding under our
revolving credit facility;
Entered into an agreement with Metropolitan Life Insurance Company (“MLIC”) to
annuitize $515 million of pension liability, which serves to reduce the overall size of
the Company’s pension plan, reduce future cost volatility and reduce future plan
administrative expenses;
Reached an agreement to extend the maturity of $400 million of our $500
million 2016 Secured Loan Facility from July 2017 to January 2018, with the option
to extend further to July 2018;
Expanded our Shop Your Way VIP program to reward our members based on spend
and frequency, which has resulted in over a 50% increase in the number of VIP
members in the first quarter, compared to the same period last year;
Opened the first DieHard Auto Center in San Antonio, Texas, with an innovative
store format that offers state-of-the-art technology and services, that, combined with
our experienced associates, can help today’s drivers make the right choices for their
vehicle’s needs; and
Named a 2017 ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year-Sustained Excellence Award
winner for continued leadership in protecting our environment through superior
energy efficiency achievements.
Mr. Lampert added, “We remain focused on driving the growth of our Shop Your Way
ecosystem and are pleased with the traction we gained with our VIP membership base, which
more than doubled in the last year.”
Rob Riecker, Holdings’ Chief Financial Officer, said, “During the first quarter we took decisive
actions to reduce our cost base and drive operational efficiencies which allowed us to make
significant progress on our restructuring program. We also remained focused on increasing our
financial flexibility and creating value from our asset base to ensure we continue to meet our
financial obligations and fund our transformation. We will continue to evaluate our options to
deliver further improvements to our operational performance and balance sheet.”
[If you are so inclined or need something guaranteed to induce sleep, here’s the full text.]
####
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A Dedicated Listening Room
By Jim Smith | Issue 34

Even if you want and can afford a dedicated room, there’s something to consider if you don’t
live alone…
Going into your own dedicated room to listen to music is a fabulous experience. In addition to
your system/room’s execution being considered on a deeper level, the sheer lack of distractions
will improve your experience.
However, the good news can also be the bad news. The largest issue isn’t about any of those
types of audio-related things. It’s about relationships.
I remember reminding my wife how great it was that, instead of being out at night, I was
always home in my music room. I felt as if I had to mention it, because frankly, I knew
something was wrong.
Here’s what I learned, and what I learned about some other folks who had dedicated rooms
(with doors that could be closed). I learned that being home, but being relatively unavailable to
the family members, almost may have been worse than if I had been out in a bar somewhere.
So if you already have a dedicated room, or if you plan to have one, I suggest that you include
your family members in the use of it from time to time. Failing that option, make sure that you
provide sufficient time outside of the room in order to let your family know that you have your
priorities in order.
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Remember that a great music system, properly sorted out, should be a wonderful attitude
adjuster. Just make sure you aren’t causing bad attitudes to develop elsewhere while you’re
sequestered in your dedicated room!
I know whereof I speak, having committed that sin. Fortunately my wife is a saint and we
worked it out. We celebrated our forty-eighth anniversary a few months ago!
Need to create a wider listening area?
When a wider listening area is desired, a trick the British introduced years ago may be useful.
It’s called Intensity Stereophony (a big name for such a simple idea).
Basically, the idea is to crossfire the speakers in front of your seat, as opposed to a “normal
installation,” where you might normally aim them at your seat or toe them in behind you. In
other words, if you expected to have the speakers crossfire two feet behind your head, in this
case, it might be two feet in front. This results in a left side listener hearing increasingly more
of the right speaker’s direct radiation and less of the left speaker’s.
The practical effect is that images tend to be a bit more stationary for off-axis listeners (for
example, the family members mentioned above). In general this technique works most
effectively when the loudspeakers’ off-axis response is smoother than average. Additionally,
you may need to introduce more loudspeaker separation, to avoid the image “bunching up in
the center.”
The phantom center image is simply wider and more forgiving for off-center listeners. Finally,
it must be noted that planar loudspeakers get progressively less loud as you get closer to them,
so sometimes they will help to provide a larger listening area. However, there is no free lunch –
the center location is the only one that can provide true fidelity with stereophony.
Do remember that sitting off-center still exhibits the same time/phase frequency
response roughness that we discussed in Copper Issue #31 – Why you should be sour on
a “wide sweet spot” for serious listening with two-channel playback.

If you have a dedicated room, sometimes it’s useful to
mark the best loudspeaker location for “serious
listening”, as well as the one to be used for hosting more
listeners.
Could your chair or sofa be damaging your music reproduction?
You may not have this problem, but you might know someone who does! As the guy who wrote
the owner’s manual for the ARC/MagnepanTympani 1Ds, I thought I pretty much knew it all
when it came to installing these speakers and getting the most from them in any room.
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That’s why I’ll never forget the humbling lesson I learned in my lofty role as an audio “guru.”
Here’s what happened:
As a high-end dealer in the early ’80s, I had sold a pair of Magneplanar Tympani 1D
loudspeakers for use in an Audio Research system. I went out to install the system (which I
always insisted on—and your dealer should do it for you as well).
I always carried along a 1/3-octave real time analyzer so that I could quickly see where the
bass standing wave problems were located in the listening area of the room.
In less than an hour, I had found the best place for the listening seat, as well as generally
locating the speaker positions (always a bit tricky due to the negative bass wave emanating
from the rear of the speaker).
Using my basic 3-step installation technique as decribed in Get Better Sound Tips #74–77,
plus the information outlined in Tips #78–89, I worked to get the sound to where I’d be proud
to send a prospect over to my client’s house to hear what the Maggies sounded like in a home.
When I left some time later, my client was effusively thanking me for getting him better sound
than he thought was possible. I was a hero.
A week later, he called me to complain about a “thickness in the mid-bass.” I don’t know if you
are old enough to remember the Tympani 1Ds, but bass definition and timbre were their best
qualities (Harry Pearson, writing in The Absolute Sound, adopted the T-1D as the bass unit
for his soon-to-become famous hybrid Infinity QRS/Tympani 1D system).
There was NO WAY we could have a thickness in the bass! My client must have changed some
component or something…
I finally stopped by later that day, expecting to point out the offending component. But nothing
was changed in the system. And boy, was the upper bass thick! I got out my trusty RTA.
Sure enough, there was at least a 6 dB peak at about 125 Hz! Where did this come from? I
couldn’t figure it out, but as I moved the RTA about two or three feet in front of the listening
position I’d selected (and even marked!), the bass peak gradually disappeared.
So we moved the seat forward and, just to be sure, listened to hear what the guru (me) had
fixed. Oh, no, the peak was back! Did I measure incorrectly?
I measured the response behind the listening seat in the area where we had originally
determined was the best seat in the house (literally). Now the peak was reduced a bit, but not
removed entirely! How could that be possible? By then, I was looking so foolish that I couldn’t
help but be embarrassed.
Then I noticed it. My client had a new sofa. When I had set the system up, we had used an
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occasional chair for the listening/voicing sessions.
His new sofa had a tightly stretched back panel (leather/leatherette). It was stretched so
tightly, it produced its own tympanic sympathetic resonances at 125 Hz. Removing the sofa
solved the mystery. We ultimately damped the back panel and were able to use it in his room.
So check out any system where the seating could cause a similar effect. I’m still surprised at
how many systems can be affected.
These comments are edited & excerpted from Get Better Sound, and used with the author’s
permission. :)
You can also read Jim’s work at his website, www.getbettersound.com .
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Munich!
By Bill Leebens | Issue 34

When is a show not a show? When it’s a scene, maybe?
I admit to being—-well, hell, blase’ doesn’t begin to describe my attitude towards audio shows.
I’m way beyond blase’. I’ve become the cranky old coot who views claims of new technology
with a gimlet eye, calls bullshit, and cites prior art. I never claimed to be fun. After having
worked shows for manufacturers, and having put on the damn things—-yeah, blase’ doesn’t
begin to describe it.
And yet, and yet. There is always the hope: this one could be different.
Somehow, despite having gone to audio shows since dinosaurs roamed the Earth, I’d never
been to the Munich High End show. And yes, I’d heard the stories that made it sound like the
Burning Man of audio shows, the end-all, be-all….
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Given such a build-up, it couldn’t help but be a disappointment. And in a way, it was.

Yep. That ain’t no Motel 6.

On the other hand: it wasn’t. WTH, Leebs?
Okay: most audio shows take place in hotels, the degree of sadness of which varies from venue
to venue. The Munich High End show takes place in the MOC, a proper convention center. The
glory of the Munich show is that it presents home audio as something that normal, nonderanged people would like to have in their lives. Yes: music! High five! Somehow that whole
sense of normalcy is lost in most American shows, in which Aspergers-R-Us is the standard. At
60, pushing 61, I’m often one of the young ‘uns in US audio shows. Kids? Young marrieds?
WOMEN??
Fuhgeddaboutit.
You’ll see all of the preceding at Munich, and that is as it should be. We’re talking about
MUSIC, for goodness’ sake, one of the necessities of life, right after food, shelter, and >ahem<.
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Really. This is GREAT! This is as it should be!!

And yet: ho-hum.

At the same time, to this jaundiced, rapidly-aging audio thrill-seeker, the main show floor with
its open displays had all the appeal of the Nebraska Furniture Mart. Sorry.
That’s a little harsh: the MOC is an impressively modern facility, immaculately clean and full of
light, unlike many convention centers which are dingy beige cinderblocky places that look as
though their last major event was a Shriner’s circus in 1974. This is a busy place, and at least
to my eyes, it ran smoothly. There could be more places for exhausted show-goers to sit (true of
every audio show venue), but there are several restaurants and snack counters, and even a
beer garden. For the moment, that’s unique on the show circuit—though it sounds as though
the LA show will have a hipstery beer-bar.
The important thing here is that the Munich show is bigger than anything we have in the US.
Lots bigger. Some listings include over 500 manufacturers from 40-something countries, and
that sounds about right. These are numbers that bring to mind CES in the olden days, when it
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mattered to the audio world. Final numbers aren’t in—the admirably-thorough show-presenters
will eventually have audited numbers—but over 18,000 attendees and 8,000+ industry types
were said to have attended. Whether those numbers represent unique attendees or the morenebulous ‘show-day” measures, is not clear.
Enough of the boring numbers-crunching. Let’s just say this is one of the largest audio shows in
the world, has replaced CES as the crossroads of the audio world, and deserves our attention.
First off: to the armchair analyst, floor-diagrams of the MOC are hard to decipher. I was under
the impression that the floors 1 and 2 and the Ariums (Atria??) were spread out over a couple
hundred acres. Well, chalk that up to poor exploded diagrams. The reality is that floors 1 and 2
are stacked, and the Atriums are above those floors. So it’s not as spread out as it may
appear—simply piled high. Think of it as a Wendy’s double stack. Or Triple. Whatever.
Given the unseasonably-warm weather of a few of the show-days—-80 deg F, thank you, hot for
Deutschland, if not Florida—those upper floors (Atriums 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2) were hellishly hot.
Sorry, but the whole “air con? No, is too noisy” thing doesn’t fly when my ears are filling with
sweat. Do you think THAT helps me to listen critically?
Disgusting? Yeah, that’s the point. Do you think “normal folk” will put up with such conditions?
I certainly don’t think so. Bleahh.
Ignore the kvetchings of an elderly, cynical man. This was as good as the audio show-world
gets.
Most every company you can think of was represented, cheek to jowl with every other company
you can think of. The interesting part was the brands you hadn’t heard of, mostly from eastern
Europe. While much of it looked like the same old 6-sided boxes we’re painfully familar with,
there were outliers. And those were the products that interested me.
Even before the show began, there were encounters with colleagues. As I wheelie-cased myself
from one hotel to another, I encountered Mikey Fremer doing the same, meandering down a
prominent Platz with his suitcase. –Yeah, he’s a decade older than me, yet HE wasn’t huffing
and puffing. How could I NOT hate him?
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Mikey! I could’ve plotzed on the Platz.
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Unknown old building with cool clock. One of many.
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Not exactly your neighborhood 7-11. I feel like such a rube.
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No idea what it is, but it LOOKS important.

Moseying down the street pre-show, it is readily evident that one is NOT in Kansas, or near
O’Hare, or near LAX, or the Denver Tech Center. This is a real city, with an honest-to-God
history, some of which you may not want to dwell upon (>cough beer hall putsch cough Dachau
cough<)
The night before the show began, colleague Travis Townes and I were fortunate to have dinner
with Michael Lavorgna (AudioStream) and John Darko (Digital Audio Review) at Restaurant
Pfisterermühle, which, judging by the ivy on the building, had been there since Homo Habilis
began to walk upright. Yes, we do suffer in our quest for enlightenment.
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I don’t think you can grow ivy like that in the US. It takes a crumbling, millennia-old facade.

Arriving at the MOC, we quickly transitioned from the 15th century to the 21st. If there weren’t
any people in the place, you might be tempted to think it a bit sterile. It’s white on white on
white—and humans are the primary element of color. Oh, and stuff, of course.
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Again: Not Motel 6.

The open displays on the main floors were the wander-around area, more like the main zoo at
CES than the exhibit rooms we generally equate with audio. Obviously, given the open exhibits,
these setups were more for seeing than for serious listening. That’s okay—most exhibit rooms
are acoustically horrible, anyway (including many of the glassy rooms up on the Atrium levels).
I’m not sure what the ultimate intent of such exhibits is, though—you can’t really sample the
sonic flavor of the goods, you can’t buy them, and they’re generally not shown by local dealers.
I suppose exposure is always a good thing, but it’s an expensive venue for ill-defined exposure.
There I go, getting all logical again. Let’s get back to the fun stuff.
Yes, there was plenty of same ol’ same ol’, but I was struck by a few novel items. As we’ve seen
on crowdfunding websites of late, trick turntables are A THING. Some look as though they
violate multiple laws of physics, and exist largely just to be different. One such beast was the
Mag Lev ‘table exhibited on the main floor—yes, the platter floats after going through a rather
tedious prop-up process when turned on. How did it sound? Who knows? I couldn’t take it
seriously.
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Step right up, ladies and gents—the miraculous magic carpet turntable….

My old friend Ole Lund Christensen was the Scandinavian distributor of KEF while he was still
in college, way back in the ’70’s. Since then he’s been all over audio, and was the founder of
Gamut (which he pronounces gah-MOOT, btw). He is maddeningly logical, and often comes up
with ideas well off the beaten track, and excellent explanations for how and why. Ole was
showing a small two-way speaker shaped rather like a Russian nesting doll—-made of cast iron
by a Danish company that is an OEM supplier of automotive cast iron components (intake
manifolds, turbo housings and the like). As you’d expect, such an enclosure is heavy as hell,
and essentially non-resonant. The small internal volume means that a sub is required—models
from REL were shown, along with a prototype cast iron sub, looking like a largish cannon ball.
The company is called JERN-–don’t ask me why—and knowing Ole, the speakers will sound
terrific. Just don’t drop them on your foot!
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The small cast-iron speaker from JERN, by a huge REL sub. That much weight up on tippy-toes makes me
nervous.

The Chinese company Opera Audio—whose brand name is, confusingly, Consonance—showed
an array of nicely-made products including a turntable with a linear-tracking arm, tube amps,
and a lovely horn speaker. Again: an open, static display. No idea what this stuff would sound
like.
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That speaker is kinda Vitavox-y, no?

Also seen on the main floor: the 97th revival of Dynaco (there may have been more tries than
that—I’ve lost count). The redesigned Stereo 70 looked a little anonymous and appliance-y to
me; their pitch was that the classic circuit had been updated with high-quality modern parts
including film resistors, yadda yadda. Plenty of guys I know maintain that the amp was as good
as it was BECAUSE of the oil caps and carbon resistors—not IN SPITE of them. Oh, well. I wish
them luck; I’m not sure the name still holds any resonance or appeal for today’s buyers.
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New Dyna, above the old. Which do you prefer?

Those show-offs at Burmester displayed their in-car systems, complete with the cars wrapped
around them. No Kias here….
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Hey! My Jetta is that same color!
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That’s a whole lot of €.

Visits to the upper Atrium levels were spread out over a couple days—as mentioned above, the
heat up there was ridiculous. Early morning visits were required for this sweaty guy. This is
where the really big toys were (aside from the cars, of course). Some rooms sounded pretty
decent indeed—an impressive achievement, given the greenhouse-style construction of many
rooms.
Living Voice showed their Vox Palladian system—this is a lower-priced lower-priced model, if
you can believe that. It’s less expensive than their Vox Olympian—but that’s about all.
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So—does that look like an economy system to you??

Vitus Audio sounded terrific as usual, paired with Göbel loudspeakers, a German brand not
seen stateside.
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Gryphon, yet another Danish company (!), showed their 4-tower 260,000 € Kodo reference
speakers.
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The Kaiser Kawero! (dunno why there’s an exclamation point, but there always is) are among
my favorite speakers, and sounded terrific with Kondo electronics (also used by Living Voice).
The glass-like lacquer finish reminds me of the dashboard of an old Rolls-Royce. An old LP of
Louis Armstrong doing “St. James Infirmary” sounded wonderfully palpable and real.
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Amongst “normal” loudspeakers, those from Amphion manage to look a little different, with a
variety of colorful grille options. Well-known in the pro world, they deserve to be better known
in the consumer world—all the models are terrific, and the big Krypton 3s (seen in the back)
are stunningly good.
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White with dayglo ain’t my cuppa, but daughter Emily loves the look.

The massive VonSchweikert Ultra 11s sounded powerful and polished with electronics from
VAC.
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One of my favorite rooms was in many ways the most outrageous. Korean company Silbatone
featured their own tube amps designed by jc morrison (his spelling) played through a stereo
pair of Western Electric Mirrophonic M2 theater systems from 1934. This set-up was every bit
as dynamic as you’d expect, but was also subtle and sweet. Wonderful.
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Below you’ll see analog gurus Frank Schröder and Thomas Schick; jc morrison; and a slateplinthed table built by Schick, based on an old Australian Commonwealth.
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After a hard day of show-going, what better way to wind down than to rest in a cool, 800-yearold biergarten mit a little snack und ein Bier oder zwei? Prost!
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Schwartz Tours the LA Audio Show
By Dan Schwartz | Issue 34

I had about half a day, Friday, at the Los Angeles Audio Show (the show ran June 2nd-4th at the
Sheraton Gateway near LAX).—Well, half a day after attending what Paul McGowan called the
“relics of audio” seminar, which featured him and a few other luminaries. Of special interest to
me was John Curl, who talked a lot about the Grateful Dead and their importance in his road to
becoming a high-end designer — I wish I had time to talk with him. [The “Legends of High-End
Audio” panel was hosted by Robert Harley, and the panel consisted of Paul McGowan, John
Curl, Bob Stuart, and Richard Vandersteen—Ed.]
I’m writing this Saturday morning, and what stays in my mind is, yet again, the rooms where I
heard music I loved. Some highlights follow:
First, Dan Meinwald: he had a Helius Viridia table with their Phaedra tonarm, and a Kiseki
Purpleheart “driving” an EAR 324 solid-state phono stage. This went into a Mytek Brooklyn Ato-D, and thence to a pair of EAR tubed 509 amps (top) and a solid-state amp 834T (bottom),
driving Dragonfire Acoustics DRC-1 room-corrected speakers — all of which is a lot to type, but
the sound was pretty damn perfect for a hotel room. And then he switched to playing files, and
I lost it completely. It’s not that it was better, but it was as good, and oh my god, the music —
he played a newly released Jaco Pastorius live solo/duet with Toots Thielmanns. Jaco, when he
was grounded, when the music kept him focused—well, even though that piece was a showcase
for all the familiar tricks I’ve come to expect from him, they’re better tricks than ANYBODY
else had, and he invented them. Better than anybody. He really was, as he famously introduced
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himself to Bobby Colomby at Epic Records more than 40 years ago, “The best bass player in
the world”.
In that moment, I was right back there, when I first heard him, in the opening lines of
“Cannonball” on Weather Report’s Black Market, and had my first real existential crisis as a
bassist. “If somebody can do that,” I thought, along with everybody else playing a bass, “Why
continue? What is there left to do?”
Anyway, back to the system in Dan’s room— it wasn’t QUITE a megabuck system anymore,
even though the speakers are $30,000. I could happily live with them.
Speaking of megabuck systems, I did hear a pair of towers from Von Schweikert, the Ultra 11s,
which list for $295,000. It wouldn’t be fair to judge from the way I heard them, but I wasn’t
engaged. Too big a room, or too crowded (they were certainly impressive to see), or the music
just didn’t grab me.
On the WAY other end of the price spectrum, I did hear two systems I could recommend,
though one isn’t for sale. Wendell Diller, of Magnepan, consistent with his reputation, was “just
having fun”. He had a pair of stacked Magnepan .7s per side to create a near enough to floorto-ceiling line source, with a 1.7 for a derived center-channel speaker, all hidden behind a
scrim. And damn if it didn’t work. And, as usual, Magnepan offers one of the great bargains in
speaker systems.
Another incredibly affordable speaker is the comparatively tiny Silverline Minuet Grand at two
thousand. I had to ask if there was a hidden woofer. And the amp was of great interest to me:
the resurrected BEL 1001. I’ve had a pair of BELs for about 25 years, and have had 25 years of
flawless performance from them. I thought when Richard Brown died, the amps would go with
him, but someone has brought them back, and judging from the performance with these little
speakers, whoever Sal Zambrano is, he’s nailed the design. [If memory serves, Sal is the
dealer—Audio Summa. Silverline is a 20-year-old brand, with speakers designed by Alan
Yun.—Ed.] I don’t recall the music, and it was a bit loud, but really impressive.
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The BEL 1001 and Silverline Minuet Grands.

Honorable mention has to be given to Rethm, a company out of India, who showed a sub-$3800
floor-standing speaker with a single wide-band front facing driver and an isobaric subwoofer
arrangement. As usual with a wide-band, it was beautifully coherent. And to Emerald Physics,
who showed the EP-2.8 open baffle speaker. I only heard it for a minute in a crowded room, but
it stood out (as is usual with Emerald Physics).
Finally, the room where I had the most fun: Studio Electric. David MacPherson and I are
Facebook friends (in which the dialogue is usually political) but we’d never met. We got on
“like a house on fire”, and I was in his room way too long, playing mostly reggae and his own
recording of the Utah Symphony through his wonderful, larger floor-standing speakers, the
FS1. It was particularly nice to run into people who didn’t feel the need to gouge potential
customers. The FS1 is a true bargain at $5900 a pair.
Now I’m looking in my collection for some Ernest Ranglin and Monty Alexander….
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Mountain Pass
By Vasilis Lakakis | Issue 34

Winter makes a last-ditch effort to hold on.
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